Orthomate All Terrain
Knee Scooter
with pneumatic tyres

Note: Cupholder sold separately

The Orthomate Knee Scooter is a versatile all terrain scooter with
pneumatic tyres, perfect for navigating all surfaces to give you a safe,
smooth and comfortable ride indoors/outdoors.
It is an all terrain version of our regular StrideOn Knee Walker to help
you stay outdoors and increase your freedom of movement without
pain, fatigue and discomfort as a result of a lower leg injury.
The Orthomate allows users to stand comfortably without stress to their
hands, arms or shoulders and balances weight naturally on both legs.
The extra long padded cushion is comfortable to kneel on and allows
you to keep your injured foot elevated and safe from further injury.
The Orthomate lets you stay mobile and get on with your life.
Buy or hire online at strideon.com.au

Orthomate All Terrain Knee Scooter
Features
Suitable for all
lower leg injuries

Height adjustable
handle bars

99Ruptured Achilles Tendon

Adjust the height of the
handle bars for a perfect fit
in seconds.

99Broken Ankle or Foot
99Amputation of Lower Leg
99Sprained Ankle
99Gout
99Bunions
99Diabetic Ulcers
99Fractured Heel

Contoured knee pad
An extra long deeply
cushioned knee pad ensures a
comfortable ride.

Height adjustable
knee pad
Allows you to stand normally
with your weight evenly
distributed. Uniquely
adjustable for either right or
left leg injuries.

Ergonomic and
light weight
The light aluminium weight
frame is designed to give you
total stability.

Brakes and safety
The Orthomate is safe and
stable with an easy to use push
button braking system, that can
be set to lock for hands free
use on a flat surface.

Guaranteed to carry
your weight
The unit is designed to carry
persons up to 159kg.

Made for indoors
and outdoors
The Orthomate has been
designed for those who
like the outdoors and use
rougher surfaces while still
suitable for indoors use.

Buy or hire online at strideon.com.au
t 07 3423 0487
f 07 3341 0266
e info@strideonaustralia.com.au
Shop 10, 3 Fermont Road, 
Underwood, Queensland 4119

Fully collapsible

Wheel and tyres

The Orthomate is compact and easy to
fold, making it ideal for the car, or for
storage when not in use.

Pneumatic tyres give a
smooth and comfortable ride
over rough outdoor surfaces.

